FAIRLINE SQUADRON 42

IS HERE!
Words by Dean Castle
Pictures courtesy of Boating World

At last the wait is over — the eagerly-anticipated
Fairline Squadron 42 has just arrived in Cape Town
and this unique flybridge motor yacht is all she
promised and more.
This 42.5-footer (beam of 4.22 m) is an explosion of
style, aesthetics and performance unprecedented in
a cruiser of this compact size. She’s undoubtedly one
of Fairline’s masterpieces in the Squadron range and
one which has been well worth waiting for.
Importer Derrick Levy of Boating World is thrilled
with the new Fairline and can’t wait to show her off to
the many discerning boaters who have heard all about
her imminent arrival.
Traditionally, the London-manufactured Fairline
Squadrons have been the largest yachts in this
internationally renowned series until this dynamo
came onto the scene. And being the smallest model in
the range she comes in at a far lower price without losing
any of the design and technology advances pioneered
in her famous larger siblings. In fact the Squadron
42 even adds a number of new practical, cuttingedge innovations!
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Aesthetics is everything
The Squadron 42 looks the part, with sensational sweeping
lines and futuristic panoramic windows giving that edgy appeal.
What’s more, she’s also packed for action with explosive power
from two powerful twin Volvo 435 HP motors.
What gets me though, is that as soon as I stepped onboard
I was immediately struck by gracious elegance, synonymous
with any luxurious bigger boat and her spaciousness adds to
the forthcoming surprises you can expect to encounter.
Expansive windows throughout flood the boat with light
which increases the feeling of roominess and gives plenty of
ambient light inside the craft.
The sense of space and ‘big boat’ luxury is further enhanced
by the extra large flybridge which is completely open. After all,
being outdoors is what it’s all about — there’s nothing better
than feeling the sun on your face and the wind in your hair while
you power across the water on a beautiful day.
The flybridge is an ideal place for entertaining a crowd
of guests which can be seated comfortably. Dual steering
controls means the pilot can also join in on the fun outside while
skippering from the flybridge.
The fly bridge area can accommodate optional extras such as
icemaker, sink, fridge and BBQ griddle.
The flybridge helm has all the mod cons from a wheel that
tilts, sliding seats to well-placed throttles and footrests. From
here the pilot has complete control of the twin 435 HP Volvos.
The manufacturer claims that these powerhouse inboards
can propel the craft to 30 knots flat out. And as for going
the distance, the excellent fuel consumption (996-litres fuel
capacity) means far away destinations are now within reach.
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The insider
Moving down the broad, teak staircase to the huge cockpit,
you’ll find seating which converts into a unique lounger
with a simple but innovative reversing backrest. This superb
feature means one can either face forward (while leaning back
comfortably) to chat with those in the saloon or face aft to
see what’s going on behind. This means you can maintain a
conversation no matter where it’s coming from.
Twin transom gates on either side of the cockpit allow
easy access to an ingeniously concealed, cantilevered tender
launching system. The platform can hold a Williams 285 Jet
RIB and this is easily lifted aft and down to the water. The stern
platform includes a swim ladder and hot and cold shower.
Should you feel like some “alone time” just take a few steps
up from the cockpit onto the wide side decks which will give
you easy access to the foredeck which is flat and comfortable
enough for a spot of meditating or sun tanning.
Once the sun is swallowed by the sea and a chill is creeping
through the air, you can retire to the cabin where sliding glass
patio doors lead into the bright and airy saloon - boasting
full length windows and plush furnishings, and includes a
wraparound sofa. There’s even a bed underneath with a
six-foot mattress and a coffee table that converts into a full
dining table.
Here, you will also find the lower steering station where
the helm contains all the necessary instrumentation including
tachometers, temperature gauges, battery indicators, audible
alarms, engine hour meters, GPS/Sonar/Radar/Autopilot
and more.
These are well positioned in front of the comfortable,
bolstered seat with all the controls within easy reach of the
skipper who has a brilliant view of the water ahead.
Opposite the helm is a large, light-filled galley on a mezzanine
floor. Those preparing food need not feel isolated from the

other guests since all that separates them is the waist-high
glass wall.
A large counter top area conceals the fridge and freezer large
enough for all the vital refreshments and food, and there’s a
two-plate gas hob, oven and grill and loads of storage space.
Real chefs will appreciate the large panoramic window which
includes a porthole for natural light over the sink and food
preparation area.
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Shrugging the stress away
Once the day’s activities have caught up enough to head for
bed, it’s just a short walk through the galley to the two cabins
with bathrooms en-suite. While the spectacular master cabin
accommodation features skylights and a fabulous en-suite
bathroom with full ceiling height — the starboard guest cabin
grows as the twin doors to the en-suite are opened.
This cabin also has beds that convert from two singles to a
double and all the ‘floating’ furniture increases the appearance
of floor size throughout the cabins. The Fairline Squadron 42
sleeps four to six people.

All is said and done
Whether going out on day jaunts or for a whole weekend –
there’s no doubt that the Squadron 42 is a brilliant craft, built to
be loved, enjoyed, and used.
The attention to detail on a Fairline is, and always has been
impeccable. The designers of this craft have put in serious thought
to make a craft that’s as appealing to look at as she is to buy. Fact
is, this is a whole lot of boat at her base price of £344 900 (around
R4.25 mil) ex-factory! For more information, contact Boating
World on (021) 418 0840, or 086 132 4754. Alternatively visit
www.boatingworld.co.za

The sense of space and ‘big boat’ luxury is further
enhanced by the extra large flybridge
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